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GIVE THANKS
Giving thanks for:
Thank God for the many individuals,
groups and churches who hosted coffee
mornings to raise much needed funds for
our ongoing work last month as part of the
Tearfund Ireland and Spirit Radio
collaboration. Pray that many lives will be
impacted and transformed as a result.
Thank God for the gathering of our Integral
partners from across the world in Ireland
last month. Please pray that together we
may continue to respond quickly and efficiently in major emergency situations.
Join us in giving thanks for group from
Donegal who had the opportunity to visit a
number of Self Help Groups and meet their
inspirational members in Ethiopia last
month.
Please pray for Sharan and Markus as they
travel to Ethiopia to take part in a Self Help
Group programme planning workshop with
partners in the coming weeks.

WORLD NEWS
Please pray for:
Haiti - Hurricane Matthew is the worst hurricane to
hit Haiti since 1954 and has caused catastrophic
damage including widespread flooding, debris and
landslides. Cases of cholera have already been
reported, along with enormous water and
infrastructure damage. Please pray for our
partners as they bring help and aid to those in the
worst hit areas.
South Sudan - pray for the people of South Sudan
as the situation there continues to be volatile and
uncertain. Pray for the families of those who have
lost loved ones in the conflict, that they will know
the comfort and provision of God.
Cambodia - Please pray for our partners in
Cambodia, that those they work with will be
inspired by biblical principles and will continue to
set positive examples in their local communities.
Syria and Iraq - Pray for the people of Syria and
Iraq as the conflict in the region continues. Pray
for those who have been displaced by the
conflict in the region as another winter sets in.

IRELAND
Please
pray for:
A
Our partner Dandin Espina from the Philippines
was due to travel to Ireland last month to bring an
update about his work in the immediate aftermath
W
of Typnoon
Haiyan. Unfortunately we are still
Hu
waiting
for his Irish visa to be approved. Please
pray that he will be able to come in the near future.
Thank God for all those participating in our annual
Walk of Hope on Bray Head at the end of October.
We were disappointed that Dandin was not able to
join us as expected.
Please pray for the smooth passage of legislation
due to go through the Dáil this month that will
make it more difficult for traffickers to operate in
Ireland.
Tearfund are hosting a conference in Ireland in
December for a number of Inspired Individuals who
are working to bring transformation where they are
across the world. Please pray that the delegates
will be able to get their Irish visas without any
difficulty.
(Background image: Devastation following Hurricane Matthew in
Haiti - Tim Schandorff)

